Curriculum Associates is pleased to have *Magnetic Reading™ Foundations* receive an “all green” evaluation from EdReports, which reviewed the program using their new, rigorous rubric. We appreciate the reviewers recognizing that we fully met all criteria.

As a company dedicated to developing programs that support learning gains for all students, Curriculum Associates values the feedback of educators, researchers, and leaders in reading education. We are particularly grateful for the thoughtful insights provided by the EdReports reviewers and the organization’s decision to focus on foundational reading skills at a time when this is so critical to schools across the country.

At Curriculum Associates, we believe that all students deserve access to high-quality educational resources that support equitable learning experiences and help every student succeed at grade level. This commitment to equity is reflected in the evidence-based foundational skills program we created for students in Grades K–2 in *Magnetic Reading Foundations*. Founded and built upon the Science of Reading research and inclusive of all abilities and linguistic backgrounds, this program draws all students to the center of learning, ensuring each student will confidently access relevant grade-level content.

Curriculum Associates understands that supporting meaningful learning gains requires not just providing high-quality materials, but also equipping teachers with in-depth training on reading science. EdReports is playing a critical role in elevating the importance of high-quality material like *Magnetic Reading Foundations*, which, when coupled with professional development, will help support success for all students.